LISE cute status 09/05 - 09/11
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------// 14.12.14 09/05/20, // 14.12.15 09/06/20 // 14.12.16 09/07/20
// plots connection (15 plots done)

Qt

Borland

// left top setup panel : all 4 reactions counters were done!

// "Clear All reactions" signal
// correction for the "refreshShowSetup" signal
// Fission : gauge, statusBar
// Abrasion-Fission benchmarks

Borland

Qt

Abrasion-Fission
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LISE cute status 09/08

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------// 14.12.17 09/08/20
// plots connection (17 plots done)
// FusionFission, FusionResidual, Secondary Reactions corrections (Gauge, flags) and benchmarks
// AF EERs information
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LISE cute status 09/10
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------// 14.12.18 09/09/20
// plots connection (22 plots done)

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------// 14.12.19 09/10/20
// plots connection (27 plots done)

// setSubTitle(const char *) ==> new setSubTitle(const QString &)
// class "plot":
// char *FileResultName, *xTitle, *yTitle, *SubTitle, *dim25 ==>
// QString dim25, FileResultName, xTitle, yTitle, subTitle

// Global revision of d_Twinsol & d_Twinsol_plot
// corrections in ini-file & utility-calculate, MakeBeam subroutines
// all plots are connected
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LISE cute status 09/11 (a)
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------// 14.13.1 09/11/20
// plots connection (41 plots done, 7 were adapted (benchmarked))
// global library has been implemented to LISEcute based on Tong's git
// correction (bug was in Borland) for equilibrium thickness assignment
// middle version has been increased

The Global_Qt application (by M.Kuchera) has been
reconstructed by Tong for the Global-Qt library, and
Global_Qt_application based on this Global-Qt library
how it was done initially in LISE-Borland

// analysis of screen resolution to select a font size
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LISE cute status 09/11 (b)
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------// 14.13.1 09/11/20
// plots connection (41 plots done, 7 were adapted (benchmarked))
// global library has been implemented to LISEcute based on Tong's git
// correction (bug was in Borland) for equilibrium thickness assignment
// middle version has been increased

The Global_Qt application (by M.Kuchera) has been
reconstructed by Tong for the Global-Qt library, and
Global_Qt_application based on this Global-Qt library
how it was done initially in LISE-Borland

// analysis of screen resolution to select a font size
* some difference between LISE_Borland and LISEcute in "global" charge
state calculations is coming global libraries. Should be understood.
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Global-Qt library in LISE (1)
the next issue should be solved: lise_global.dll works only from Build directory

project

location

Does not work
makefile
Works only from Build-directory
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Global-Qt library in LISE (2)
Builder

• some difference between LISE_Borland and LISEcute in "global" charge
state calculations is coming from the “global” library versions. Should be
understood.
•

call “global.dll” using the class “Lise_global” will probably not be
accepted by Excel for the future LISE for Excel application

Qt

The Global-Qt application should be remade.
(some menu items (save,print) are absent,
layout of dialog should be improved)
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Plots connection (1)
57 files contains 114 Graphs (Plots)
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Plots connection (2)
57 files contains 114 Graphs (Plots) : 41 graphs have been connected
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